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Tools for Struggling Readers

Tools to Prevent and Resolve
Decoding Weaknesses

Prevention and Intervention

Why are so many schools using the
Really Great Reading approach?
Really Great Reading ® specializes in helping
educators teach the foundational skills that lead
to strong decoding and fluent reading.
Really Great Reading provides tools that help
schools build strong literacy foundations in
primary grades and help remediate decoding
issues in upper elementary, middle, and high
school students. At the heart of our approach
is our Phonics Suite, which features diagnostic
assessments, a data-based grouping system,
and state-of-the-art foundational literacy skills
instruction.
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Our proven Phonics Suite lessons can be used to
supplement early reading instruction and to provide remediation for adolescent struggling readers.
To help teachers get started, we offer fast-paced,
hands-on, activity-based professional development
workshops. To help teachers maximize success
using our approach, we offer ongoing support
and progress monitoring tools.
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Our newest instructional programs, Blast Foundations
and HD Word, are designed as daily supplemental
instruction for emerging and young readers; the goal
is to prevent the decoding deficits that commonly
occur in many typically developing adolescents.

We’re having fantastic results! The vast majority of
our kids are reading with at least 97% accuracy!
— Stacey B., Content Leader
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Our Phonics Suite features diagnostic assessments,
a data-based grouping system, and state-of-theart foundational literacy skills instruction.
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and fluent reading. Our
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15 minutes a day.
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Diagnostics

Practical and Efficient Assessment Tools

Effective Interventions Start with Accurate Diagnostics
Students struggle to read for many reasons. Effective

3 to 5 minutes, it’s easy to determine whether decoding

interventions start with an accurate diagnosis of component

deficits are hindering a student’s ability to understand

reading strengths and weaknesses. Schools use Really Great

what they are reading. Our complimentary diagnostic

Reading’s diagnostic decoding assessments to find out

assessments contain everything you’ll need for initial

which students have decoding weaknessess that interfere

assessment of an unlimited number of students. Each

with their ability to comprehend text. Because the ability to

assessment packet provides an explanation of how the

decode affects every academic area, diagnosis is critical.

survey results can be used to group students and how to

The Diagnostic Decoding Surveys help answer these key

use data to plan effective and efficient instruction.

questions:
• Which students are struggling with decoding?
• What types of words are they struggling with?
• What is the source of the underlying confusion?
• Who can be grouped together for instruction?
• What type of instruction will yield the greatest
results?

Diagnostic Decoding Assessments
Really Great Reading offers a family of complimentary
diagnostic decoding assessments to help educators
understand how well their students are decoding. In just

Quick Facts
Quick and easy
informal diagnostic tools
Pinpoints decoding strengths
& weaknesses
Data identifies specific areas
of need and helps drive
targeted instruction
Works for students
in grades K-12
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Pre-Decoding Skills Survey

Foundational Skills Survey

PDS FREE!

FSS FREE!

One-on-one assessment of:

One-on-one assessment of 1st Grade
foundational literacy skills, including:

• Phonological awareness skills
• Phonemic awareness skills
• Letter names knowledge
• Letter sounds knowledge (including sounds
of certain letter combinations)
• Sight word knowledge

• Simple and complex single-syllable words
(including short vowels, digraphs, blends,
closed syllables, and various long vowel
spellings)
• Decodable two-syllable words
• Selected sight words
• Optional assessments for sight words,
letter sounds knowledge, and letter names
knowledge

Diagnostic Decoding Surveys

Advanced Decoding Survey Plus

DDS FREE!

ADS+ FREE!

The Beginning Decoding Survey assesses
a student’s ability to read:

The ADS Plus assesses a student’s ability to read:

• Simple and complex single-syllable words
(including short vowels, digraphs, blends,
and closed syllables in real and nonsense words)

• Multisyllabic words (real and nonsense)
• Words with advanced vowel spellings
(real and nonsense)

• Selected sight words
The Advanced Decoding Survey assesses
a student’s ability to read:
• Complex single-syllable words (with short,
long, r-controlled, and variant vowels and
complex consonant constructions like
trigraphs and 3-sound blends in real and
nonsense words)

Download our complimentar y
diagnostic assessments:
reallygreatreading.com/diagnostics

• Decodable two- and three-syllable words

www.ReallyGreatReading.com • Toll Free 866-401-7323
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Grouping

Overview

Complimentary Grouping Matrix ™
This complimentary, web-based program enables you to group students according to the
type and depth of their decoding difficulties. The Grouping Matrix also provides instructional recommendations for each group of students and allows you to track both individual
and group progress. (Refer to chart below for grouping categories.) The Grouping Matrix
uses data from: grade-level Oral Reading Fluency passages (such as DIBELS, AIMSWeb, Six
Minute Solutions, Read Naturally, EasyCBM), the Foundational Skills Survey, the Beginning
and Advanced Decoding Surveys, and the Advanced Decoding Survey Plus.

Sample Grouped Students Report
Wood Acres Elementar y

4% 6%

Strong Decoder

13%

Slow Readers (No Decoding Deficits)

42%

Specific Decoding Deficits
Mild Decoding Deficits

8%

Moderate Decoding Deficits
Significant Decoding Deficits

17%
4%

5%

Severe Decoding Deficits
Emerging Reader

Learn more at
reallygreatreading.
com/grouping

The Grouping Matrix is incredible—our
district has made extensive use of it, and I
love the curriculum placement that it offers!
— Marilyn S., Reading Interventionist
6
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Grouping Students
The Grouping Matrix places each student into a group and then offers instructional
recommendations within the Phonics Suite family of programs. The progress monitoring
reports help educators understand which students are responding well to instruction
and drive instructional adjustments as needed.

Quick Facts
Uses data to group students
according to their decoding
strengths and weaknesses
Identifies and groups students for
decoding instruction
Provides easy-to-read progress
monitoring reports and graphs

Grouping Matrix
Student Progress Report
Tools for Struggling Readers

Student Information
Student Name

Akers, Mike

From

08/10/2015

School Name

Clear Path Academy

To

05/31/2016

Current Grade

5

Teacher Name

Ms. Best

Current Decoding Level

3, Specific Decoding Deficit

Report Date

February 8th, 2016

Benchmark Oral Reading Fluency Scores
WCPM

Accuracy Percentage

120

100.0

100

95.0

97.5

92.5
80

Enables progress monitoring for
both individuals and groups

Report Date Range

Aug 10, 2015

Dec 15, 2015

Apr 29, 2016

90.0

Aug 10, 2015

Dec 15, 2015

Words Correct Per Minute

Apr 29, 2016

Accuracy %

Decoding Skills
Beginning Decoding Skills

Advanced Decoding Skills

50.0

30

47.5

Grouped Students

45.0

25

42.5
40.0

Aug 10, 2015

20

Dec 14, 2015

Aug 10, 2015

Total Correct

ORF Benchmark Scores

Dec 14, 2015
Total Correct

Beginning Decoding Survey

Advanced Decoding Survey

Date

WCPM

Acc%

Bench%

Date

Form

Score

Date

Form

Score

Aug 10, 2015

84

93

76

Aug 10, 2015

A

42

Aug 10, 2015

A

20

Dec 15, 2015

101

96

80

Sep 15, 2015

A

43

Sep 15, 2015

A

21

Apr 29, 2016

129

98

93

Dec 15, 2015

A

47

Dec 15, 2015

A

23

Apr 29, 2016

A

49

Apr 29, 2016

B

26

Student Progress Report
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Instruction

Common Attributes of RGR Instruction

All Really Great Reading (RGR) lessons teach the subskills that
lead to strong decoding and fluent reading. They focus on the
instruction that makes a difference in decoding: direct, systematic,
explicit, and multisensory phonemic awareness and phonics
instruction. Evidence indicates that teaching these skills in this
manner has both immediate and long-lasting positive effects on
overall scholastic achievement. The instruction is appropriately
paced and engaging. It focuses on teaching functional strategies
rather than rules, which allows students to transfer knowledge
gained at the single-word level to words in a larger text.
Regardless of a teacher’s background

Once skills are taught, they are practiced in

knowledge or previous experience, it’s easy

a very systematic, cumulative, and controlled

to make a difference with students. Often, a

manner. The net effect of this practice is both

one day training prepares a teacher to guide

mastery of the concepts and automaticity with

students to success with RGR’s lessons. The

the word features. The practice is matched to

integrated online component of each program

the age and maturity level of the student. Young

virtually eliminates teacher preparation time.

students practice with simpler words that are

The teacher guides include incremental

in their receptive vocabulary. Older students

professional development for the teacher. Each

practice with more academic words and have

lesson starts with a “What You Need to Know”

many opportunities to practice the acquired

section, ensuring that teachers have a clear

concepts within authentic, expository text.

understanding of the relevant concepts before
they start teaching.

We have been using the (Phonics Suite) materials for a few weeks now, and it is amazing how
much progress the students are making!
— Amy L., Teacher
8
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Four Levels of Instruction

Which is right for you?
All of RGR’s instructional programs share many features. All programs
include multisensory, direct, and explicit instruction with a very similar
scope and sequence. The instructional target is also the same: more
accurate, confident, and fluent readers. Where the programs differ is in the
pace of instruction and in the maturity level of student practice activities.
The chart below describes some key attributes and uses of each program.

Blast Foundations

Supplemental Daily Instruction, 15 Minutes a Day

Pace:

Primary Use: Prevention/RT Tier 1 instruction in grades

Fast

K–1; whole class supplement

Prerequisite knowledge/skills:

Secondary Uses: Early intervention in small to medium

none

groups in Grades 2–3, and intensive small-group
intervention for emerging readers in grades 4 –6
(beginning ELLs or cognitively delayed students)

HD Word

Supplemental Daily Instruction, 15 Minutes a Day

Pace:

Primary Use: Prevention/RTI Tier 1 instruction in grades

Fast

2–5; whole class supplement

Prerequisite knowledge/skills:

Secondary Use: Intervention for non-cognitively

firmly established basic/

delayed students in small to medium groups in Grades

single-syllable phonics skills

5 –12 who have mastered basic phonics skills, but
struggle with more advanced phonics features

Phonics Blitz

Intervention in Grades 4–12

Pace:

Primary Use: RTI Tier 2 intervention for non-cognitively

Moderate

delayed or mildly delayed students in Grades 4 –12

Prerequisite knowledge/skills:

who have partially mastered basic phonics skills, but

partially established basic
phonics skills

Phonics Boost

struggle with advanced phonics features; small groups
up to 12

Intensive Intervention in Grades 3–12

Pace:

Primary Use: RTI Tier 3 and special ed intervention

Slow/Moderate

for students in Grades 3 –12 who struggle with basic

Prerequisite knowledge/skills:

phonics skills; small groups up to 6

some sight word fluency and

Can be supplemented with Phonics Boost Plus and

reasonable understanding of

Phonics Boost Skills Assessments

consonant sounds
www.ReallyGreatReading.com • Toll Free 866-401-7323
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Blast Foundations

Prevention and Early Intervention

Blast Foundations

A 15-Minute/Day Supplement for K–1

Blast Foundations is a set of 25 units, designed for emerging

Blast can also be used as a small-group, early inter-

readers in Kindergarten and 1st grade. Each unit has five

vention for older students who still struggle with basic

lessons, and each lesson is designed to be taught in approx-

phonics or with older ELL or special education students

imately 15-20 minutes. Blast Foundations is often used as a

who need to acquire foundational reading skills such as

whole group, daily supplement to core reading instruction.

letter-sound correspondence and the basic structure of

In Blast Foundations, students learn and practice letter-

English words.

sound correspondences, phonemic and phonologi-

Blast Foundations lessons can be completed in 16-25

cal awareness, high frequency word fluency, phonics

weeks depending on the amount of time that can be

knowledge, and spelling. Schools where the core read-

dedicated to instruction each day. Blast Online and the

ing programs do not provide a sufficient dose of founda-

student manipulatives are designed to make instruction

tional skills instruction often add Blast to ensure that their

exciting and effective.

young students become efficient, effective decoders.
unit
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Quick Facts
Whole class, daily
supplemental
instruction in
grades K-1
(prevention)
10

Small-group intervention in grades 2–5 for
students who still struggle with phonics basics
or older ELL or SPED students who struggle with
letter-sound correspondence and the basic
structure of English words

www.ReallyGreatReading.com • Toll Free 866-401-7323

Improves sight
word knowledge,
decoding,
spelling, and
fluency

Components of Blast Foundations ™

Teacher Lesson Plan Book Set 

BLAST1LP

$225.00

• Includes a thorough explanation of the concepts, routines, and
procedures
• Provides guidance on how to adjust instruction to match the age
and maturity level of the student
• Can be taught by a wide range of educators, not just seasoned
literacy professionals
• Provides incremental professional development
• Can be used with both Primary and Elementary student workbooks
• Includes: 2 lesson plan books, set of vowel posters, set of 2 student
workbooks

Student Workbook Set

BLAST1PRSW/BLAST1ELSW

$19.00

• Contains all the printed material a student needs to participate
• Helps students develop mastery and automaticity with key skills
• Two levels of workbooks to choose from:
- PRSW (Primary Student Workbook: Grades K-1)
- ELSW (Elementary Student Workbook: Grades 2 and beyond)

Blast Online

BLASTOL

$95/year $59/6 months

• Reduces teacher prep time
• Can be used with an interactive whiteboard, LCD projector, tablet,
or stand-alone computer
• Helps students learn and retain concepts faster and more
effectively

Blast Foundations Student Kit

BLASTKIT

$52.00

• Magnetic color tiles, letter tiles, and SyllaBoards™ are used to ensure
students have a clear understanding of how English words are
constructed
• Multisensory aspect helps students learn concepts faster and retain
them better
• Includes all the physical manipulatives needed to complete the
25 units

www.ReallyGreatReading.com • Toll Free 866-401-7323
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HD Word

Prevention and Early Intervention

HD Word ™

A 15-Minute/Day Supplement for Grades 2–5

HD Word is a set of 33 units, designed for Tier 1 students

In grades 5-12, HD Word can also be used as a small-

in grades 2-5. Each unit has five lessons and each les-

group intervention for students who do not have profound

son is designed to be taught in approximately 15 -20

cognitive delays, but still struggle to read complex

minutes. HD Word is often used as whole-group, daily

words. HD Word is not designed to be used in special

supplemental instruction for schools that want to contin-

education or ELL settings because it moves too quickly.

ue explicit, word level instruction in grades 2-5. It is also

The one set of teacher’s guides can be used to teach

used as an early inter vention in grades 3 -5 for students

three student levels: Foundations for grades 2-5,

that have gaps in their advanced phonics knowledge.

Essentials for grades 5 - 8, and Linguistics for grades 8 -12.

With HD Word, students learn to accurately and flu-

Teachers should select the level they feel is most appro-

ently read simple and complex multisyllabic words. The

priate for their students.

instruction starts out with the basics and quickly moves

HD Word can be completed in 18 -33 weeks depend-

into advanced vowels and complex word structures.

ing on the amount of time that can be dedicated to

Schools where the core reading programs do not pro-

instruction each day. HD Word Online and the student

vide a sufficient dose of advanced decoding instruc-

manipulatives are designed to make instruction ex-

tion often add HD Word to ensure that students don’t

tremely exciting, multisensor y, and efficient.

enter the older grades with poor decoding skills.
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Quick Facts
For prevention in
grades 2-5
12

For intervention in
grades 3-12
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Improves advanced vowel knowledge and
multisyllabic word decoding and fluency

Components of HD Word ™

Teacher Lesson Plan Book Set 

HDLP

$225.00

• Includes a thorough explanation of the concepts, routines, and
procedures
• Can be taught by a wide range of educators, not just seasoned
literacy professionals
• Provides incremental professional development
• Can be used with all three levels of student workbooks
• Includes: 3 lesson plan books, set of posters, set of 2 student
workbooks

Student Workbook Set

HDFSW, HDESW, HDLSW

$19.00

• Contains all the printed material a student needs to participate
• Helps students develop mastery and automaticity with key skills
• Three levels of workbooks to choose from:
- Foundations (Grades 2-5)
- Essentials (Grades 5-8)
- Linguistics (Grades 8-12)

HD Word Online

HDOL

$95/year $59/6 months

• Includes integrated animations that make phonics instruction
precise and concise
• Reduces teacher prep time by delivering virtual manipulatives
automatically
• Can be used with an interactive whiteboard, LCD projector, tablet,
or stand-alone computer
• Helps students learn and retain concepts faster and more
effectively

HD Word Kit

HDKIT

$60.00

• Magnetic color tiles, letter tiles, and SyllaBoards™ are used to ensure
students have a clear understanding of how English words are
constructed
• Multisensory aspect helps students learn concepts faster and retain
them better
• Includes all the physical manipulatives needed to complete the
33 units

www.ReallyGreatReading.com • Toll Free 866-401-7323
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Blitz

Solutions for Older Students

Phonics Blitz ™ A Fast-Paced Intervention for Grades 4–12
Phonics Blitz is a set of 50 explicit and multisensory les-

er. It is moderately paced and is designed for students

sons designed for students in grades 4-12 who have gaps

who need to break poor decoding habits (like guess-

in their phonics knowledge and are struggling to read

ing and skipping words), learn how to read multisyllabic

grade level text fluently and accurately. Phonics Blitz

words, and understand complex vowel spellings.

helps students who misread unfamiliar words, struggle

Phonics Blitz lessons can often be completed in just 10 -12

with reading multisyllabic words, skip or add words, or
read more slowly or less accurately than expected.

weeks. The materials are recommended for students with
mild to moderate decoding weaknesses.

Phonics Blitz is designed specifically for intervention. It is
an RtI Tier 2 decoding intervention for grades 4 and high-
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Improves decoding, fluency,
and comprehension

Components of Phonics Blitz ™

Teacher Lesson Plan Book Set 

PBTG

$259.00

• Includes a thorough explanation of the concepts, routines, and
procedures
• Can be taught by a wide range of educators, not just seasoned
literacy professionals
• Provides incremental professional development
• Includes: 2 lesson plan books, set of posters, set of 2 student
workbooks

Student Workbook Set

PBSL

$26.00

• Contains all the printed material a student needs to participate
• Helps students develop mastery and automaticity with key skills

Phonics Blitz Online

PBOL

$95/year $59/6 months

• Reduces teacher prep time
• Can be used with an interactive whiteboard, LCD projector, tablet,
or stand-alone computer
• Helps students learn and retain concepts faster and more
effectively
• Includes Letter Tiles Online and SyllaBoards™ Online

STUDENT PHONICS KIT

Student Phonics Kit

PSK-T

$75 Ten or more

PSK-T

$65

• Helps students learn concepts faster and retain them better

for Reading and Spelling
• 2 magnetic receptive whiteboards
• 5 magnetic receptive SyllaBoards™
• 101 magnetic small letter tiles
• 5 magnetic colored tiles
• 1 dry erase marker and 1 small eraser
• 2 colored pencils
• 1 pencil sharpener
• 1 calculator

R E ALLY
GRE AT
R E ADING
PO Box 46 | Cabin John, MD 20818
866.401.7323
www.reallygreatreading.com

Ages 5+

!

WARNING:

CHOKING HAZARD Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Made in Taiwan | RGR1258

• Teaches students the most basic principle of phonics: letters
represent sounds
• Includes all the physical manipulatives needed to complete the
50 lessons

www.ReallyGreatReading.com • Toll Free 866-401-7323
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Boost

Solutions for Older Students

Phonics Boost ™ A Moderately-Paced Intervention for Grades 3–12
Phonics Boost features 80 lessons that address the needs

In grades 3-5, the Boost lessons can be used to address

of struggling readers in grades 3-12. Just like in Phonics

the basic reading skills that students need to succeed

Blitz , the heart of the Boost instruction is phonemic

with complex text. In grades 4-12, Phonics Boost is used

awareness and phonics, but true improvements are also

with students with severe decoding weaknesses who

seen in students’ reading fluency and comprehension af-

need intensive reading support to overcome their de-

ter completing the lessons. Vocabulary acquisition skills

coding deficits.

TM

often improve as well.
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Tier 2 or 3 decoding
intervention
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Quick Facts
For RtI, Title 1, ELL,
and Special Ed

®

Improves decoding, fluency,
and comprehension

Components of Phonics Boost
Teacher Lesson Plan Book Set 

BOOLP

$399.00

• Includes a thorough explanation of the concepts, routines, and
procedures
• Can be taught by a wide range of educators, not just seasoned
literacy professionals
• Provides incremental professional development
• Includes: 4 lesson plan books, set of posters, set of 2 student
passage books

Student Workbook Set

BOOSW

$45.00

• Contains all the printed material a student needs to participate
- 4 Student Workbooks
- 2 Oral Reading Passage Books
• Helps students develop mastery and automaticity with key skills

Boost Online$95/year $59/6 months
• Reduces teacher prep time
• Can be used with an interactive whiteboard, LCD projector, tablet,
or stand-alone computer
• Helps students learn and retain concepts faster and more
effectively
STUDENT PHONICS KIT
for Reading and Spelling

Student Phonics Kit

PSK-T

$75 Ten or more

PSK-T

$65

• 2 magnetic receptive whiteboards
• 5 magnetic receptive SyllaBoards™
• 101 magnetic small letter tiles
• 5 magnetic colored tiles
• 1 dry erase marker and 1 small eraser
• 2 colored pencils
• 1 pencil sharpener
• 1 calculator

R E ALLY
GRE AT
R E ADING
PO Box 46 | Cabin John, MD 20818
866.401.7323
www.reallygreatreading.com

Ages 5+

!

WARNING:

CHOKING HAZARD Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Made in Taiwan | RGR1258

• Helps students learn concepts faster and retain them better
• Includes all the physical manipulatives needed to complete
the 80 lessons

Boost Plus

PLUSTG

$209

PLUSSW

$19

• A 40 -module supplement to Phonics Boost (can also be used with
Phonics Blitz)
• Includes a variety of supplemental activities for students who need
a slower pace or additional practice with the concepts taught in
Phonics Boost
• Can be used in conjunction with the Phonics Boost Skills
Assessments (PBSAs)
• See page 27 for more details on Phonics Boost Plus and the Phonics
Boost Skills Assessments

www.ReallyGreatReading.com • Toll Free 866-401-7323
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Quick Guide to Classroom Setups

TEACHER’S GUIDES

25 units
in 2 Teacher
Guides

33 units
in 3 Teacher
Guides

1 login

1 login

Blast
Online

HD Word
Online

20 sets (one level)

20 sets (one level)

2 Workbooks/2 Levels:
• Primary (K-1)
• Elementary (2+)

2 Workbooks/3 Levels:
• Foundations (2-5)
• Essentials (5-8)
• Linguistics (8-12)

10 kits

10 kits

Blast
Kit

HD Word
Kit

WORKBOOKS

ONLINE TOOLS

1 set

Initial Classroom Setup includes enough
materials for one teacher to teach 20 students.
BLASTPR, BLASTEL, or BLASTMIX
18

• Grades 2–12
• Prevention (2–5)
• Intervention (3–12)
• Fast-Paced
• 5 (15–20 minute) lessons in each unit
• Online animations, virtual manipulatives and
instructional tools

1 set

PHONICS KITS

Student Materials

Teacher Materials

Quick Facts

• Grades K–2
• 1st Grade aligned
• Prevention (K–1)
• Intervention (2+)
• Fast-Paced
•5
 (15–20 minute) lessons in each unit
•O
 nline virtual manipulatives, instructional tools, and
letter-sound and sight word fluency activities

$1,120

www.ReallyGreatReading.com • Toll Free 866-401-7323

Initial Classroom Setup includes enough materials
for one teacher to teach 20 students.
HDWF, HDWE, or HDWL

$1,249.

1 login

Boost
Online

Blitz
Online

12 sets

20 sets

6 Workbooks/1 Level:
• 4 Student Workbooks
•2
 Student Passage
Books

2 Workbooks/1 Level:
• 2 Student Workbooks

STUDENT PHONICS KIT

STUDENT PHONICS KIT

for Reading and Spelling

R E ALLY
GRE AT
R E ADING
PO Box 46 | Cabin John, MD 20818
866.401.7323
www.reallygreatreading.com

Ages 5+

!

WARNING:

CHOKING HAZARD Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Made in Taiwan | RGR1258

for Reading and Spelling
• 2 magnetic receptive whiteboards
• 5 magnetic receptive SyllaBoards™
• 101 magnetic small letter tiles
• 5 magnetic colored tiles
• 1 dry erase marker and 1 small eraser
• 2 colored pencils
• 1 pencil sharpener
• 1 calculator

6 kits

R E ALLY
GRE AT
R E ADING
PO Box 46 | Cabin John, MD 20818
866.401.7323
www.reallygreatreading.com

Ages 5+

!

BOOST

$1,350

10 kits
Student
Phonics Kit

Student
Phonics Kit

Initial Classroom Setup includes enough materials
for one teacher to teach 12 students.

WARNING:

CHOKING HAZARD Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Made in Taiwan | RGR1258

PHONICS KITS

• 2 magnetic receptive whiteboards
• 5 magnetic receptive SyllaBoards™
• 101 magnetic small letter tiles
• 5 magnetic colored tiles
• 1 dry erase marker and 1 small eraser
• 2 colored pencils
• 1 pencil sharpener
• 1 calculator

Student Materials

1 login

Teacher Materials

50 lessons
in 2 Teacher
Guides

WORKBOOKS

80 lessons
in 4 Teacher
Guides

ONLINE TOOLS

1 set

TEACHER’S GUIDES

1 set

Quick Facts

• Grades 4–12
• Intervention
• Moderately-Paced
• 50 (60 minute) lessons
• Online virtual manipulatives and instructional tools

• Grades 3–12
• Intervention
• Slow/Moderately-Paced with ample practice and review
• 8 0 (45–60 minute) lessons
• Online virtual manipulatives and instructional tools

Initial Classroom Setup includes enough materials
for one teacher to teach 20 students.
BLITZ

$1,495
www.ReallyGreatReading.com • Toll Free 866-401-7323
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Integrated Online Teaching Tools

Bring your
classroom to
life and take
the prep time
out of your
teaching.

Our online teaching tools help teachers illustrate
concepts, model student practice, and move
through the lessons with efficiency and fidelity.
These web-based companions to the teacher lesson plans can be used with interactive whiteboards,
LCD projectors, laptops or stand-alone computers. We

offer five web-based, online, virtual teaching tools: Blast Online, HD Word
Online, Phonics Boost Online, Phonics Blitz Online and Letter Tiles Online.

20
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Blast Online™
This interactive teaching tool should be used with Blast

BLASTOL

$95/year $59/6 months

Foundations™ to add a new dimension to instruction. Blast

• Fun online letter-sound and sight word fluency
activities

Online will help you engage emerging and struggling

• Visuals for teacher-led instruction

readers as you work through the Blast lessons. Blast Online

• Vowel posters

has annual and six month subscription options to meet
individual teaching needs.

• Student workbook activities with answer keys
• Supplemental resources

HD Word Online™
To teach HD Word ™ with fidelity, this interactive teaching

HDOL

$95/year $59/6 months

tool is essential. This online component brings the

• Explicit animations that deliver phonics concepts
precisely and concisely

lessons to life. HD Word Online has annual and six month

• Vowel posters

subscription options to meet individual teaching needs.

• Student workbook activities with answer keys
• Timed oral reading
• Supplemental resources and visuals for teacher-led
instruction

Phonics Blitz Online™

PBOL

$95/year $59/6 months

Phonics Blitz Online is optional but highly recommended.

• Student workbook pages with answer keys

It helps you teach Phonics Blitz™ with fidelity and makes

• Virtual posters with audio pronunciation guides

the lessons more vibrant. Blitz Online has annual and six
month subscription options to meet individual teaching
needs.

Phonics Boost Online™

• Virtual letter tiles and SyllaBoards™
• Timed oral reading and visuals for teacher-led
instruction

BOOSTOL

$95/year $59/6 months

Phonics Boost Online is optional but highly

• Student workbook pages with answer keys

recommended. It helps you teach Phonics Boost ™ with

• Virtual posters with audio pronunciation guides

fidelity and makes the lessons more vibrant. Boost Online
has annual and six month subscription options to meet
individual teaching needs.

• Timed oral reading and visuals for teacher-led
instruction
• Supplemental Resources
• Virtual letter tiles

Letter Tiles Online™

LTOL

$59/year

This interactive teaching tool can be used with any
phonics program, including Phonics Blitz™ or Boost™, to add
dimension to your phonics instruction. Letter Tiles Online will
engage struggling and beginning readers in grades K-12.

www.ReallyGreatReading.com • Toll Free 866-401-7323
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Physical Student Manipulatives

STUDENT PHONICS KIT
for Reading and Spelling
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 magnetic receptive whiteboards
5 magnetic receptive SyllaBoards™
101 magnetic small letter tiles
5 magnetic colored tiles
1 dry erase marker and 1 small eraser
2 colored pencils
1 pencil sharpener
1 calculator

R E ALLY
GRE AT
R E ADING
PO Box 46 | Cabin John, MD 20818
866.401.7323
www.reallygreatreading.com

Ages 5+

!

WARNING:

CHOKING HAZARD Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Made in Taiwan | RGR1258

Student Phonics Kit 

PSK-T

$75

The Student Phonics Kit provides explicit multisensory
practice for students who have decoding weaknesses. Students use the letter tiles and SyllaBoards™ to
practice the phonics concepts taught in the Phonics
Suite lessons. They use the calculator and colored
pencils as they track errors and chart their rate and
accuracy during oral reading. The Student Phonics
Kit can also be used by tutors working with one or
two students or by teachers or tutors using other
phonics-based programs.
Contains:
• 14.5” x 10” magnetic receptive Cover Board
• 11” x 10” magnetic receptive Phonics Board
• 5.5” x 11” magnetic receptive Halfboard
• 101 small letter tiles
• 5 magnetic receptive SyllaBoards™
• 5 magnetic color tiles
• Dry erase marker & mini eraser
• 2 colored pencils
• Pencil sharpener
• Calculator
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Small parts; not for children under 3 years.
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Blast Foundations Student Kit™

BLASTKIT

$42

HDKIT

$60

The Blast Student Kit provides letter tiles and
SyllaBoards™ to practice the phonics concepts
taught in Blast Foundations™. The Blast Student Kit is
designed for grades K-3 to work in conjunction with
the Blast lessons. Blast Foundations is a phonics and
phonemic awareness supplemental program for
beginning or struggling readers.
Contains:
• 11" x 10.5" magnetic receptive Phonics Board
• 5.5" x 11" magnetic receptive Halfboard
• 48 small letter tiles
• 3 magnetic receptive SyllaBoards™
• 5 magnetic color tiles
• Dry erase marker & mini eraser

Magnetic letter

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Small parts; not for children under 3 years.

tiles teach students
the basic tenet of
phonics: that letters

HD Word Student Kit™

represent sounds.

The HD Word Student Kit provides the vehicle for
effective multisensory phonics instruction™. Students
learn concepts faster and retain them better when
they use the manipulative kits. The kits include
the letter tiles, color tiles, SyllaBoards™, and other
components needed to complete the 33 units.
Note: If students participated in Blast Foundations
G1A, the HD Word Kit upgrade (HDUP $18) will
supplement the Blast Student Kit with additional
tiles and SyllaBoards™ so it can be used to complete
all lessons in HD Word.
Contains:
• 11” x 10” magnetic receptive Phonics Board
• 5.5” x 11” magnetic receptive Halfboard
• 83 small letter tiles
• 5 magnetic receptive SyllaBoards™
• 5 magnetic color tiles
• Dry erase marker & mini eraser
• 2 colored pencils

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Small parts; not for children under 3 years.

www.ReallyGreatReading.com • Toll Free 866-401-7323
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Professional Development

Are your elementary and secondary
students struggling to read fluently?
DECODING AND THE STRUGGLING READER

Are your older students unable to pass

Visit our website to find a workshop near you!

standardized tests? When they encoun-

w w w.reallygreatreading.com/workshops

ter words they don’t know, do they just
guess or skip them? Do they read slowly
or inaccurately? These are obvious
symptoms of decoding weaknesses.

Our workshops are designed to efficiently deliver

Join us for one of our fact-filled, activity-driven, hands-

the background knowledge needed to successfully

on workshops and learn how to prepare students to

diagnose, group, and teach emerging and struggling

face the challenges of complex, content-area reading

readers in grades K-12. Educators will leave our

and standardized state tests. You will leave with solu

workshops with:

tions to help your elementary and secondary struggling

• An understanding of why students struggle
with decoding and the impact this has on
comprehension

readers practice what good readers do naturally.

One-day workshop 

$199

• Tools and background knowledge needed to
effectively diagnose decoding issues in students of
all ages

Two-day workshop 

$249

• Resources needed to group students for instruction
that will yield the greatest improvements

or Boost Starter Kit which will be shipped directly to you.

• Functional teaching strategies to provide effective,
age/grade-appropriate decoding instruction in
grades K-12
• Progress monitoring tools to measure growth and
adjust as needed
• Strategies to use teacher and student
manipulatives to engage students and boost their
achievement

As a PAID registrant you can select a Blast, HD Word, Blitz,
Your starter kit (a $300 value) will include:
• Teacher Lesson Plan Book One
• Student Workbook Book One
• Student Kit
• One year subscription to Blast, HD Word, Blitz,
Boost, or Letter Tiles Online
• Vowel Poster Set
• Decoding assessments and access to grouping
software

Contact Us to Attend on a Complimentary Seat
We believe in the power of exceptional professional development. At each of our workshops,
we offer a limited number of complimentary seats. A complimentary seat includes everything
needed to participate in a strategy-filled, full day of hands-on activity driven learning. (The
only difference between a paid and complimentary seat is that paid attendees also receive
the materials listed above.) Visit our website to find a workshop near you.
www.reallygreatreading.com/workshops
24
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Implementation Workshops
We offer many types of customized implementation
workshops. These workshops prepare attendees to teach
Phonics Blitz™, Phonics Boost™, Blast Foundations™,
or HD Word™.

2-Day Phonics Suite
Comprehensive
Implementation Training 

$4,000 plus travel

This two-day, hands-on, activity-driven workshop prepares
teachers to teach any one of our four programs. Teachers
also leave prepared to assess decoding skills and use data
to drive targeted instruction. No background knowledge is
required.

1-Day Phonics Suite
Implementation Training 

$2,000 plus travel

This hands-on, activity-driven workshop prepares teachers to
teach any one of our four programs. This workshop is for teachers who have a background in teaching phonics and phonemic awareness or for teachers who have previously attended
RGR’s “Decoding and the Struggling Reader” workshop.

Complimentary Support
Webinars
Learn how Really Great Reading™ can help you diagnose and
group struggling readers without leaving your home, office,
or classroom. If you have students that are struggling to pass
their state tests or are guessing at, skipping, and omitting
words as they read, our free online seminars offer techniques,
ideas, and best practices from program experts.
Webinars include (more available online):
• 5 Keys to Helping Adolescents with Decoding Issues: Best
Practices and Resources
• Diagnosing Decoding Issues in Students of All Ages
• 5 Keys to Succeeding with Phonics Suite Instruction

Visit reallygreatreading.com/webinars to learn more
www.ReallyGreatReading.com • Toll Free 866-401-7323
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Other Popular Items

Fluency Timer™

TIME

$12.50
3 alarm settings:

No more watching a stopwatch as you score one-minute
measures. This easy to use timer lets you choose silent or
quiet countdown signals instead of distracting beeps to alert
you when time is up. The time you set is automatically reset
with one push of a button, so you are ready to start your next
measure easily and quickly. The Fluency Timer also counts
up for scoring Initial Sound Fluency. Teachers, psychologists,
and others who regularly give timed assessments love the
non-intrusive vibrating and flashing light signal instead of
intimidating or distracting buzzer sounds.

SyllaBoards™
SyllaBoards help students break words into chunks for reading
and spelling and can be used in place of a whiteboard for
classroom activities. SyllaBoards are single-sided dry erase
boards the size of index cards (3” x 5”) and are made for use
with dry erase markers.

Set of SyllaBoards (5 per set) 
SyllaBoard Kit 

SYBS

$7.00

SBK

$9.00

Includes:
• 5 SyllaBoards
• 1 dry erase marker
• 1 eraser

Magnetic SyllaBoard Kit 

SYBSM

Includes:
• 5 magnetic SyllaBoards
• 1 dry erase marker
• 1 eraser

26
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$12.00

light-up
vibrate
chime

Phonics Boost Plus™
Phonics Boost Plus is a supplement used to augment Phonics Boost
or Blitz instruction. Phonics Boost Plus contains 40 instructional
modules. Each module is aligned with one or more specific lessons
from Phonics Boost and Blitz and provides a multitude of multisensory
activities and materials for strategic supplementation. It is designed
for students that are growing with the lessons, but need more
practice and repetition to master and build automaticity with the
concepts. Phonics Boost Plus:
• Includes 40 modules that align with Phonics Boost and Phonics Blitz
• Provides more practice and repetition with the concepts taught
in the lessons

Teacher Guides

• Improves automaticity and mastery
• Extends the lessons to other literacy skills (e.g., vocabulary)
Phonics Boost Plus systematically reviews and reinforces concepts
taught in Boost and Blitz through a series of multisensory activities.
A detailed index lets the teacher easily choose the activity that will
target the exact skill to be reviewed (phonological, vocabulary,
or phonics) and fit into the appropriate intervention setting
(independent, peer-to-peer, or whole group skill-building).
Student Workbooks

Components of Boost Plus:
Teacher Guides

PLUSTG

$209

• Includes 2 teacher’s guides (20 modules in each), 2 student
workbooks, and one passages book

Student Workbooks

PLUSSW

$19

• A set of 2 student workbooks (20 modules in each). Each module
contains 10-12 structured and pre-built activities that systematically
review key phonics concepts taught in Phonics Boost.

Boost Plus Passages

PLUSP

$10

• An alternative set of 40 passages with lower readability levels
than the standard Phonics Boost passages

Phonics Boost Skills Assessments

PSSA

Boost Plus Passages

$109

• Uses a set of 40 highly structured assessments to pinpoint
whether students have mastered the specific skills taught in
certain Phonics Blitz or Phonics Boost lessons

He just grins when I work with him. It is wonderful
to see his confidence rebound. I can hardly wait
to work with some of my other resource students.
— Suzanne, Reading Resource Teacher

Phonics Boost Skills Assessments

www.ReallyGreatReading.com • Toll Free 866-401-7323
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Results and Success
Really Great Reading’s Phonics Suite has been proven to work in various settings.
Our research-based instruction delivers state of the art foundational skills instruction
with measurable results. Although the primary target of our instruction is improved
decoding skills, students also routinely make gains on Oral Reading Fluency
benchmarks after participating in our lessons. Below is a summary of some results.

Blast Foundations as a 2nd Grade Intervention – New Mexico
After 14 weeks of systematic, explicit, multisensory

per Minute (DORF WCPM) and DIBELS Oral Reading

instruction, all students in this Blast Foundations G1A

Fluency accuracy rates. The charts below illustrate

intervention group made gains in DIBELS Words Correct

average group gains among 14 students.

DORF WCPM

DORF Accuracy
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Accuracy %

Phonics Blitz as a 4th Grade Intervention – New York
After 18 hours of fast paced, advanced word study using

Minute (DORF WCPM) and the DIBELS MAZE (DAZE) a

Phonics Blitz 2nd Edition, this intervention group made

measure of comprehension. The charts below illustrate

gains on two key DIBELS measures, Words Correct per

average group gains among 23 students.
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0

Fall DAZE

Winter DAZE

Phonics Blitz and Phonics Boost as a High School Intervention – Virginia
After approximately 40 hours of systematic, explicit,

each group, nearing or exceeding the intended goal of

multisensory instruction using Blitz and Boost, students

98% accuracy. In addition to improving their accuracy,

showed gains in their Words Correct per Minute (WCPM)

students also improved their reading rate significantly.

and reading accuracy. When reading a one-minute,

Both accuracy and fluency are key to improved

grade level passage, significant gains were made with

comprehension.

Grade-Level WCPM

Grade-Level Accuracy

140
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120
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98.0
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96.5

80
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60
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40

94.5

95.0

94.9%

94.0

20
0

97.8%

97.5

93.5
Pre-ORF
WCPM

Post-ORF
WCPM

93.0

Pre-Accuracy %

Post-Accuracy %

Phonics Blitz as a High School Intervention – New Orleans
After approximately 60 hours of systematic, explicit,

accuracy percentage rates. Students in one group

multisensor y instruction using Phonics Blitz, students

had WCPM gains of more than 50%. Some students

showed gains in their WCPM and reading accuracy.

increased their WCPM by more than 10 0% — doubling

Students from each of the three groups showed

their reading rate.

significant gains in both their WCPM and their

Grade-Level WCPM

Grade-Level Accuracy

120

100
98

100

101

94

80
60

92

68

90
88

40

86

20
0

98.2%

96

88.2%

84
Pre-ORF
WCPM

Post-ORF
WCPM

82

Pre-Accuracy %

Post-Accuracy %
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Results and Success

Phonics Boost as a 2nd-5th Grade Intervention – Washington, DC
A charter school network in Washington, DC used

accuracy, despite the short-term and disjointed

Phonics Boost as a short-term inter vention for 79 3rd-

nature of the inter vention. A second round of short-

5th grade students with mild and moderate decoding

term inter vention with 93 2nd-5th graders with more

weaknesses. Due to financial and time constraints,

significant decoding weaknesses yielded even better

students received only an average of 15 days (30 -40

results. After an average of about 7.5 hours of Phonics

minutes per day) of systematic, explicit, multisensor y

Boost instruction, students made gains in both their

instruction over a period of 8 weeks. Students on

WCPM and accuracy.

average showed gains in their WCPM, as well in their

Grade-Level WCPM

Grade-Level Accuracy

Round 1, 3rd–5th Graders

Round 1, 3rd–5th Graders
99

110
105

105

100

85

98%

97

95
90

98

90

96

80

95
Pre-ORF
WCPM

Post-ORF
WCPM

96%
Pre-Accuracy %

Grade-Level WCPM

Grade-Level Accuracy

Round 2, 2nd–5th Graders

Round 2, 2nd–5th Graders

94

96

92

92

90

Post-Accuracy %

96%

95

88
94

86
84
82
80

93

82

93%

92

78
76

91
Pre-ORF
WCPM

Post-ORF
WCPM

Pre-Accuracy %

For a more complete listing of our intervention results, visit reallygreatreading.com/successes.
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Post-Accuracy %

How to Order
Online
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Mail
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12% on orders over $1,000.00
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Most orders will deliver within 3-10 business
days depending on delivery location
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and size of order. Rush orders can be

All items can be purchased individually. You can download
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an “a la carte” order form that has all our items listed
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Tools to Prevent & Remediate Decoding Weaknesses
Really Great Reading believes that every student has the
right to appropriate, high-quality, foundational reading
skills instruction. We focus on preventing and remediating
decoding weaknesses in students in all grades (and even
adults). We provide educators with the tools and knowledge
to teach all students (not just those who learn easily) to read.
We make assessment and grouping practical, efficient, and
accurate. Our approach to reading instruction is researchbased, interactive, explicit, structured, and multisensory. In
our lessons, students not only learn to read, but enjoy the
intelligent and age-appropriate learning process.
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